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INTRODUCTION 
3 develop 
1begrated 
Le MA 
sst d 
ArFTDS ie the remote multiplexer/digitirer unlt (RMDU) 
I and 2) . An RPn be operated in conjunction with an airborne computer. or dat 
e an independent data acquisition system. When in independs 
is referred to as operating in the stand-alone wnflguration . 
@$ environmental study was undertaken to inaure that the unit 
under which it was procured as well as to determine the over 
e b i l i t y  of the stand-alone system. Any discrepancies between 
Figure 1 .  RMDU front view, 
Figure 2 .  RMDUwith top wver removed, 
q+ut and the expected output were to be understood at the conclusion of 
t documents the results of the accuracy study and repopts the means 
the beat possible results from the RMDU. Much of the discussion on 
data is in general terms, since the ideas pre~ented can be applied 
er RMDUts. 
I 
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
MFTDS ai~borne integrated flight test data system 
biphase level form of PCM coding 
biphase mark form of PCM coding 
raw data corrected for gain and offset 
zero offset 
Data zero unkrrected raw data response from RMDU with zero input voltage 
theoretical transfer function without autoranging 
'theoretical transfer function with auto~anglng 
actual transfer function without autoranging 
actual tran~fer function with autoranging 
actual transfer function corrected for zero offset 
actual transfer function (autoranged portion) corrected for zero 
off~et 
actual transfer function corrected for zero offset and slope change 
actual transfe~ function (aiztaranged portion) corrected for zero 
offset and slope change 
Gd?t~ieoretical desired gain used by the amplifier 
GPA- response of gain programmable amplifier zero input 
reaponse of analog to digital converter with three-quarters of full 
scale voltage applied to input 
low level calibration eignal on analog multfplexer card 
uncorrected response from U C  signal 
zero offset measurement of LLC oignal 
response from the LLC divider (in counts) at gain 
metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor 
most signf Flcant bit 
magnitude of slope 
slope of theoretical transfer function without autor 
lope of theoretical transfer function with autoranging 
slope of actual transfer function without autoranging 
slope of actual transfer function with autoranging 
nonreturn to zero lwel form of PCM coding 
nonreturn to zero mark form of PCM coding 
n total number of points in a collection 
PCM pulse code modulation 
PSB power supply bite; a go/no-go signal indicating whether the sum 
of the semndary voltages in poweP supply is within 10 percent 
of the sum 
RMDU remote multiplexer/digitizer unit 
T temperature 
'in input voltage to analog multiplexer 
vm excitation voltage used for LLC signal 
(xr Y) distance from ordinate axis and abscissa axis, respectively 
X. x value of fhe ith (x, y )  pair 
1 
' Yi y value of the ith (x, y) pair 
ratio of theoretical slope to actual slope at gain x 
FLMDU DESCRIPTION 
It is not the intent of this re~ort o explain the enthe AIFTDS; aeveral documents 
-. . . 
& manuals do a superb job ofthie alreahy (refs. I to 4) . Instead, this report 
dbcusses the RMDU used throughout accuracy and environmental tests and considers 
whme errors might be generated or introduced into the system. 
The baefc stand-alone FLMDU configuration used in the tests can be divided into 
six major parts (fig. 3): the analog multiplexer, gain programmable amplifiter , auto- 
ranging amplifier, malog to digital converter, stand-done timing module, and power 
supply. 
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Analog Multiplexer 
i fim n of the analog multiplexer is to select one of 32 external channels or 
one intern$ channel per card to be amplified and digitized. The analog multiplexer p\w , or modules, with 83 accessible channels per card and a maximum 
s per EMDU. This gives an RMDU the capability of accessing any of 352 
.c&@8~aa@.aqslog channels and I1 internal calibration channels. 
I I 
The intsrkal calibration channel on eech card is treated as- if it were any other 
analog signal. This channel i s  used a8 a low level calibration (LLC) channel in that 
it C O ~ S ~ S ~ S  of a precision resistor divider network that generatea a stable, precise 
voltage. The ~esistors used in this divider network are matched to within 0 -05 per- 
Cent, and the temperature coefficients are matched to within 25 parts per million per 
degree Celsius (29 parts per million per degree Fahrenheit) over a temperature 
C ( - 6 5 O  F) to 8 5 O  C ( 185O F) . The LLC divider network used in 
U unit consists of a 146.475-ohm resistor in series with a 199,854-ohm 
twork is driven from a doubly regulated 10-volt supply and gen- 
-3231-millivolt signal which is used far calibration and fault detec- 
Gain Programmable AmpliPier 
ut of the analog multiplexer is input directly to the gain p m -  
where the pulse amplitude modulated signal is amplified by 
the control signals emanating from the stand-alone timing 
en amplifier has eight selectable gains: 1000, 400, 100, 50, 10, 
a h  programmable amplifier can be configured by the rnanufac- 
anufacture to provide any eight selectable gains from 1, to 1024. 
$8 :incorporated in the amplifier for automatically shorting the input 
is sampled .' This provision, designated OPA-fl, can be sampled as 
'atian point to indicate the offset of the amplifier. 
I Autor anging Amplifier 
I 
amplifier senses the level of the gain programmable amplifier 
the signal reachee approximately 90 percent of full scale [for 
sitive going signals) the autoranging amplifier switches to 
,gain. This feature prevents the accidental saturation of the 
amplifier down~anges to a gain of one half, a logic 
gnificant bit (MSB) of the 12-bit word as a gain tag 
e receiving end of the data acquisition eystem and 
raU gain for that channel is half the original gain. When no 
gic is appended to the MSB as a gain tag bit. When 
end, it indicatesl no change in the original gain. 
Analog to Digital Converter 
ee amplitude modulated signal to a binary for- 
ctfon. The pulse amplitude modulated signal 
cuit which maintains the signal amplitude 
cess. The converter iteeli is a conventional 11-bit bipolar 
converter capable of a conversion in less than 5 micro- 
word emanating from the converter is offset binary in 
f 5 millivolts per bit. This gives a total input range of 
was ale0 incorporated in the design of the analog 
, injects a precision three- 
o digital converter, giving 
the 12-bit parallel to serid 
in tag bit from the autoranging 
inary word from the converter, 
Stand- Alone Timing Module 
The stand-alone timing module genepates all internal and external time base 
signals, contains the sampling format memory for the data cycle, and formate the 
12-bit digital data for transmission, recording on an onboard tape recorder, or 
both. The available output formats are nonreturn to zero level (NRZ-L) , nonreturn 
to zero mark (NRZ-M) , biphase level (Bib-L) , biphass mark (Bilb-M) , and delay 
modulation mark (Miller) . 
To summarize the whole system. the RMDU is a serial analog to digital converter 
with the capabi1ity of random channel sampling in accordance with a prepropamed 
format stored in memory. Such functions as word rate, data frame length, subframe 
depth, channel, and channel gain are stored in this preprograrned format. 
The original approach taken toward the accuracy and environmental tests was to 
submit the RMDU to tests according to NASA Specification 21-2 (appendix A) while 
monito~ing the pulse code modulation (PCM) output stream. The first two phases 
of the tests (altitude and vibration) revealed no problems that could not be either 
explained or rectified; however, the temperature tests revealed several problems 
in the system and, hence, an in-depth study was initiated. 
The experimental setup for the temperature tests ia shown in figure 4 .  Great 
care was taken (thmugh the use of a precision divider network) to insure that the 
input excitation voltage was noise free and accurate within 1 microvolt. The input 
voltage source cabling shield was driven at the source to minimize any common mode 
voltages. For all the teats, the word rate was 31,200 words per second. The flight 
line tester monitors the PCM serial data stream and decommutates and displays the 
data in signed decimal values. Through the use of the flight line tester, the user 
can accurately and instantaneously monitor the response of the RMDU to any input 
stimulus and to any of the internal calibration signals. 
Voltage reference source L
I Precision 100:I 
, Ternperdure chamber , 
To flight t-. 
RMDU chassis ground d
l ine 
Figure 4 .  Accwncy and environmeMl test setup. 
TEMPERATUR3 TESTS 
between October 1975 and 
era1 problems, among 
he analog data proceesar module failed at extreme temperatures. The failures 
tempepatures and the 
ted , however, that this 
Some of the components in the doubly regulated 10-volt power supply were 
ity to temperature was directly reflected in 
ing the first two temper- 
ikes onto the input volt- 
tal voltmeter, causing 
c d e  or open circuiting of adjacent channels. 
the excitation source. 
e temperature coefficient6 of  component^ associated with the gain program- 
amplifier at gains of 400 and 1000 were improper. This is discussed in greater 
One of the transformers shorted out at low temperatures. 
erroneous readings. 
n was performed on 
, and 71° C (160° F) for 
ed at these gains are 
as allowed to soak at each temperature, 
hat the internal temperature was stable. 
Gain of 1000 
microvolts per count (200 counts per 
RMDU is susceptible to noise and im- 
techniques; however, the errors in the offset corrected data for 
) are within 10 counts over the temperature range. 
5 depicts the residual error in the offset corrected data (sixth column, 
as a function of input voltage for a gain of 1000 and a temperature of 
.F) . The figure shows that the errors change from predominantly nega- 
a Autoranged prtion 
l nput voltage, 
data versus input z to RMDU 
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DATA CORRECTION TECHNIQUES 
Although the magnitude of the errors may differ from one RMDU to another, the 
correction techniques discussed below are applicable to all RIMDU1s. 
For the correction techniques to be useful, the following two assumptions muet 
- ' P  
( 2 )  That the transfer function is linear over the temperature range of interest 
(m, significant contribution from second order and higher coefficients). 
(21 That the effect of the autorandng amplifier is not temperature 
half) 
veri 
that 
I2 
I 
-1 
fied experimentally 
: in the following sk 
If 
tch 
m2 actr 
Slope = ml 
I it omn he nhnwn that bv subtract in^ the zero offset (translating the COI 
lependt 
a simp 
In this sketch, the slope mi = 0 .  5ml and the slope mi = 0 .  5m2. Hence, for the 
thout autoranging , one merely follows the formula below: 
f,*'(x) = [f2(x) - c1ml/m2 
ts the corrected response, and f, (x) represents the raw 
fi 
portion of the curve, a slightly different case exists: 
?*(XI =f i (x )  - 0 . 5 ~  
fZn (XI = (rni/m;)f;l (x) 
I? (x) = [f! (XI - 0 .  Sc]mi/m$ 
resents the corrected response for the 
represents the raw data. 
autoranged portion of the 
EPibed above, in combination with the Dryden expe- 
sed to derive a general data correction method for 
cal cases presented, it was apparent that to correct 
only necessary to correct the slope of each function 
(the thmretical slope and the slope that was actually obtained) and the zero offset. 
These parameters are the only two needed to correct the data from an W D U .  The 
zero offset was easily obtained in most cases; however, the calculation of the slope 
of the transfer function wals a little more involved since, ae shown in the previous 
graphs, the slope varies with temperature. One way to obtain the correct slope for 
a given transfer function is to measure the temperature inside the RMDU and then 
to compute the gain (dope) from the composite equations determined from the least- 
aqwrles fit of the gain versus temperature results, as was performed earlier. 
However, this approach may not be particularly advisable, since it has not been 
determined whether aging or other factors perturb these quantities, Therefore, 
it w a ~  found advisable to allow the RMDU to measure the slope of its own transfer 
peration. This measurement was made through 
. Since the voltage developed by the LLC divider 
good.indication of the gain can be obtained by 
rrecting the LLC signal for zero offset. 
F~om the sketch below 
'in 
ere gain is indicated in counts per millivolt, LLCraw is the reading of the LLC 
signal, LLCzero is the zero off~et obtained by shorting a spare analog multiplexer 
cham1 directly at the RMDU input, and VLLC is the calculated voltage of the 
particular LLC divider network in millivolts. 
When the procedures described above were followed with the Dryden RMDU with 
a gain of 400, a temperature of 71° C 1160° F) , and a VLLC of 1.3237 millivolts, 
was 10 counts. Therefore, in 
I 
counts per millivolt, slope (gain) , m , was as follows: 2 
m2 = (590 - 10)/7.3237 79.19 
Theoretically, m2 should have equaled 80.00 counts per millivolt (ml) . Hence. 
the gain factor used for correcting data at this temperature and gain, ml/m2,  
eaual Wk 
A case where the ~ L C  signal causes autoranging for the desiped gain is a 
minor variation, and can be plotted as in the following sketch. 
Counts 
In this case, the slope ma is given by the following equation: 
mi = (LLCraw - O.5LLC Zero ) /7 .3237 
and ma = 2m$, Therefore, the factors involved in correcting the data for gain 
variation in this case would be as follows. For the portion with no autoranging , 
m./m = (200 counta/mV)/2(LLCraw - 0.5LLCZ,,,)/7.3237 mV 2 
FOP the autoranged poption, 
rn?/m? = (100 countslmv) / (LLCpaw - 0 .  5LLCBepo) / I .  3237 mV 
as m /m and rn*/m* used for the two portions of the curve are 1 2  1 2  
is isr the result of assuming that the effect of the autoranging amplifier 
~ture dependent. 
s were followed with the Dryden RMDU with a gain of 
O0 F) , and a VLLC of 7.3237  millivolt^ , LLC,,, was 
to 9 counts, The resulting ratio 
,5 /2)  , or 1,0084. (From this point on the 
x, where x denotes gain.) The value of 
LC, war obtained by shorting an analog multiplexer channel directly at thd 
irtput plug to the RMDU. It should be emphadzed that all three parametera 
(LLC,. LC,,, and the data to be corrected) must be obtained at the same 
The procedure for obtaining corrected data may be summarized as follows: 
*For gains in which the LLC signal causes autoranging, 
yx O 5 w ~ ~ ~ )  (Gainth,,~etical I /  ILLC,,, - 0 .  5LLCZem) 
8 ,  and GaintheoreHcal is the gdn range of the RMDU 
t autoranging, corrected data (CORDATA) can be found 
CORDATA yx(Dataraw - Data zero) 
te with autoranging , 
CORDATA = y,(Datar, - 0.5Data ,,,, 1 
LLC signal doe8 not cause autoranging, 
)I ILZICraw - LLCzer0) 
CORDATA = yx(I)atarW - Data zero) 
ORDATA = y,{Data,, - 0 .  5DataZero) 
gains , where the gain variation is negligible (1100) : 
*Fox ,data without autoranging , 
CORDATA = Dataraw - Datazero 
CORDATA = Dataraw - 0 ,  5Datazw, 
18 
& d m  Dataze,, must not be confused with LLCzer0, although at firat glance 
the terns seem synonymous. Dataze,, ie the output data obtained when the sensor 
excitation is aet equal to zero. In many casee-with strain ~ a m s ,  for example-die- 
connecting the excitation voltage is sufficient to obtain ~ a t a - ~ i .  
- 
However, in 
other ease= it is necessary to interchange the senaor with a resistor having a resi8- 
tame equd to the source resistance of the sensor. This insures that the "zeroft 
voltage received by the RMDU equala the Thevenfn equivalent voltage of the eensor. 
The main difference between LLC,,, and Datazero is that Datazelo ie usually 
larger because of the length of the cable going to the sensor and the common mode 
voltage devehped through the unbalance of the cable/ sensor combin8tIon. LLCzero 
is obtained by shorting out the excitation voltage to the LLC resistor network. Since 
thla procedure is relatively difficult in practice, it L sufficient to short a spare ana- 
log multiplexer channel at the input plug to the RMDU. This minimizes the offset 
due to cable lerigth and noise. 
INSURING CORRECTABLE DATA 
cussion concerning the correction of raw data assumed that the 
rrectable. Correctable is u ~ e d  here to mean that all error 
variation and offset variations with variations in temperature 
However, data can be hard or impossible to correct if they are 
ome of the following factors: noisy excitation litignal , excessive 
sensor impedance, impropep shielding technique (especially at gains in excess of 
loo), acquisition rate that is excessive for the type of sensor or data cycle map used, 
improper stand-alone timing moduIe data cycle map layout, poor regulation of the 
10-volt reference supply, improper temperature coefficient components in the gain 
programmable amplifier, nonconstant sensor impedance, and improper word rate 
(rate affects- data validity) . 
$8 other error sources in any given RMDU application; however, 
the most awere in this study. Most of these problems plague 
acquisition system; in fact, poop operating technique prevents 
the acquisition of good data from any data acquisition system-even sensitive digital 
voltmeters. 
Noisy Excf tation Signal 
At a gain of 1000, resolutions on the order of 5 micrbvolts per count are obtained, 
and millivolt-level nobe can destroy data validity. When signals are noisy, the 
source of the noise should be determined. The noise is often of the type referred to 
as common mode nofss, or noise due to that voltage that is common to both signal 
leads and ground. If the noise is common mode noise, better shielding techniques 
may be needed. Filtering the signal may prove effective; however, the filter must 
be designed to accommodate the impedance requirements of the RMDU . 
Excessive Sensor Impedance 
Exceoafve eeneor impedance is a result of the fact that the RMDU is a sampling 
type of data acquisition system. Two characteristics of the RMDU (and of most 
PCM systems) affect the maximum allowable sensor impedance. The first is input 
impedance. The input impedance to the RMDU, which is 50 megohms, is in parallel 
with undesirable capacity on the ordep of 200 picofarads. This capacitance (which 
ia always ehorted by the start of every sample by GPA-8) must become fully charged 
to the sensor voltage within the 8-microsecond sample and amplification period. 
The eecqnd characteristic that affects the maximum allowable sensor impedance 
is the fact that when the seneor channel i s  sampled at a fixed frequency, the action 
oif the 280-picofarad capacitance on the sensor capacitance is to deplete some of its 
eared charge. This depleted charge then must be replenished through the sensor 
reskrtawe by the time the next sample is taken. If the depleted charge l a  not fully 
replenished by this time, the net effect is to depress the output reading for that 
channel. 
. If the first problem exists, the procedure recommended for correcting it is to 
extend the period of acquisition by selecting a lower crystal frequency. A lower 
q s t a l  frequency, however, reduces the RMDU maximum word rate, which i8 nor- 
&@Uy 125,000 words per second * Another way to correct this problem is to insure 
the product of the sensor resistance and the ZOO-picofarad capacitor is less than 
one-&ghth d the sample and amplification period. This allows the 200-picofarad 
apacitor to become charged to within 0 .OS percent of its intended voltage. 
The method for correcting the second problem is to insure that the time constant 
of the sensor (the product of the sensor resistance and the cablelsensor capacitance) 
is mudh l e s ~  than the reciprocal of the sample rate for that sensor, If the sensor 
hpedhce cannot readily be changed to accommodate this, the alternative is to sample 
that particular sensor at a slower rate, 
The best solution to both problems is to use sensors with extremely low resist- 
-. mae. It should be reiterated that these problems exist in any sampling data acqui- 
sition system. 
Improper Shielding Technique 
Shielding and grounding is a controve~sial subject, in that engineers seldom 
agree on the proper method for grounding and ahleiding a system. The techniquee 
and wnfimtions described below are those that proved most reliable at Dryden 
during these studies. 
One major advantage of the design of the RMDU is the number of independent 
"grounds, or return$, provided, There are eaparate returns for 5-volt power, 
analog signals, digital communication signals, 2Cvolt power, and 400-hertz power. 
TLeadLhturhs are connected at one point in the power supply module, eliminating 
@&$dl current flow in, for example, the analog ground leads. This feature also 
allowe for more flexible shielding schemes. When cables more than a few rnetere 
(yards) long are used, especially at gains of 1000 and 400, it has proven more 
effective to connect the shield of the cable at the source instead of at the RMDU, 
This minimizes common mode voltages, which can be on the order of several 
volts for cable lengths of approximately 15 meters (50 feet). Since a shield is only 
effective if it is maintafned at a fixed potential with respect to the circuit being 
protected, this method of shielding i s  preferred over grounding the shield at the 
RFBIDU. Keeping the shield at a potential other than chassis gmund is desirable in 
cases where the sensor output floats above ground. 
Sensor 
- 
Common mode 
voltage generator 
Improper shielding 
sensor TTQ RMDU 
I - 11 k 
I - 
9 q-L Ground 
Excitation ! 7 
source 
Proper shielding 
Another method of shielding, which is now being investigated in flight tests, 
is the use of double shielding. Double shielding is intended to reduce radio fre- 
quency and electxomechanicel interference in the low level signal lines (see sketch) . 
It in hoped that data from sensors shielded in this manner wil l  be uncontaminated 
by these types of interference as well as by common mode voltages. 
- .  
Outer shield (radio frequency/ 
Senmr / electromechanical 
, interference) 
, 
4 -  * - - 
1 11 
shield (common 4ornmon return 
4 l -  mode rejection) 
Exceesive Acquisition Rate 
s not usually a problem in RMDU applications; how- 
ever, in combination with an improper data cycle map It can somstimee make a dif- 
ference of a few counts in the output. 
Excessive acquisition rate is caused by the fact that the sampling and amplifice- 
tion period is determined by the timing crystal in the stand-alone timing module. 
In caser where drastic changes in gain occur in decent  word samples or high 
impedance sensors are ueed, the sample period may not be long enough for the 200- 
picofarad amplifier capacitance to charge up fully. This usually results in a slight 
DU was changed from 10.000 megahertz to 
e acquisition period. It has yet to be determined 
output data obtained from high impedance sources. 
imp rope^ Data Cycle Map 
The information that Uirects the W D U  channel rampling sequence, gain, and 
sampling rate is stored in semiconducto~ memory integrated circuits in what is 
has a great deal of flexibility in designing this map. He  should, how- 
a sufficient number of calibration words, avoid topo- 
within basic map limits and constraints. 
The u$er may forget to program enough calibration words into the data cycle 
rected data. The necesstary calibration words are as follows: 
@Power supply bite (PSB) , which ie a &no-go signal indicating whether the 
sum of all the secondary voltages in the power supply are within the 10 percent 
hhich indicates the accuracy of the analog to digital converter 
aGPA-8, which indicates the zero offset of the amplifier and anslog to digital 
programed for each gain ueed) 
should be programed for each gain used) 
This number of calibration channels may appear excessive (11 calibration words 
are used jn the Dryden map at this time); however, it is most discouraging to realize 
dter data have been obtained that there are not enough calibration points for cor- 
~ b p o ~ r a ~ h i c a l  errors are not eo obvious and hence can easily be overlooked. 
Basic topographical procedures insure that all words, especially the calibration 
words, are preceded by a word that never saturates. Saturation causes a slight 
amount of crosstalk and gives slightly erroneous data for the calibration channels. 
Map limitr and constraints concern primarily the overall size limitatine of the 
semiconductor memory circuits. I t  is up to the user to configure this map (to set 
the number of mainframe words and subframe worda, for example) to achieve the 
aforementioned goals. Any number of mainframe channels can be specified up 
to and including 128, including the synchronization and subframe counter words. 
Similarly, any number of eubframe words can be specified, as long aa the product 
of the number of subframe columns and the depth of the deepest subframe column 
does not exceed 256. 
Poop Regulation of 10-Volt Reference Supply 
Much of the accuracy of the data obtained fmm the RMDU is dfrectly related to 
the accuracy and stability of the 10-volt reference supply. The LLC signals and 
the HLC signal reflect any change In this supply, and the conversion gain of the 
analog to digital converter is related to this supply. 
The Dryden RMDU had a temperature-sendtive component in both power supplies 
(see circuit diagram) . This caused a deviation from 9.813 volts to 10.167 volts over 
the temperature range in this reference supply. Becauee of either the fatigue of this 
component due to the environmental teeting of the RMDU or the manufacture of the 
power supply module, the temperature coefficient of this component (a 1N4573A zener 
diode) deteriorated, If a change of more than 1 count occurs in the HLC signal, or if 
the LLC signals change over the temperature range, this diode should be checked. 
Pin number 
A 
- 
10 v 
output 
Power supply module 
Improper Temperature Coefficients 
The gein programmable amplifier utilizes switched precision resistors in the 
feedback loop to achieve the desired gain. If this gdn ie to be nontemperature 
dependent, the feedback loop must be nontemperature dependent. As  can be seen 
in the following diagram, 
the combination of the resistance of the field-effect switch and the eum of resistor 1 
ahd rsd~tol:  2 must pemain constant over the temperature range. Therefore, the 
pq@&e temperature coefficients of resistor 1 and resistor 2 must cancel out the 
pasithe temperature coefficient of the switch. 
In the unit delivered to Dryden, positive temperature coefficient resistors were 
introduced into the feedback network by mistake, so the sensitivity of the gain to 
s was compounded. (The problem has since been rectified by 
ufahrer .) Appendix B describes the effect of this assembly error in 
Despite this error, however, the RMDU had sufficient capability and enough 
tion was available from the RMDU to a~hieve corrected data. 
Nonconstsnt Sensor Impedance 
r impedance, which ie dfffleult to ascertain, is caueed pri- 
mawily bg the leakage current from the metal oxide semiconducto~ field effect tran- 
5Wor f W F E T )  multiplexers flowing back through the sensor impedance. The 
r m x h r n  leakage current from a single MOSFET gats is approximately 1 nanoampere 
(maxhum) at room temperature; however, since the RMDU is a multiplexed system, 
a worst case analysis showls that as many as 11 gates may leak curpent through the 
source impecl&nce at my one time. This gives a worst case value of 11 nanoamperes 
(maximum) leakage current at room ternperatu~e. However, the leakage cuprent 
doubles for every increase of lo0 C (la0 F) , giving a worst case leakage of about 
0.33 microampere at 70" C ( 1 5 8 O  F) , 
oitage offset produced by this leakage curpent at 
impedance varying from 1000 ohms to 2000 ohms is about 
m of leakage current, which occurs when gains are high, 
ntation amplifiers. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Word Rate Effects 
e maximum word rate (82,500 words 
s a slight offset .in the raw data (8 or 9 counts 
to be caused by the fact that the stand-alone 
programmable amplifier. The manufacturer 
time; better shielding between the stand- 
racessor module may be in order. 
(RMDU) is an dvanced data 
st be followed to insure the acquisition of 
hielding techniques should be 
well as radio frequency and electro- 
f ground loops is a bit easier with the RMDU beceure of ite 
and return signal lines; however, common mode noise must be 
he proper shielding of sensor cables. 
he sensitivity of the RMDU results in undesirable tempe~ature 
with temperature variations, the data can be corrected 
of full scale at high gains and even better than that at 
rrar of 5 counts at a gain of 1000 repre- 
microvolts, which is less than the resolution of a single count 
code modulation (PCM) systems in use at the NASA Dryden 
d he existing PCM systems ape also susceptible to the same 
s as the RMDU. 
U study are believed to be greater than 
ly because the Dryden RMDU 
difications and becauee the RMDU has 
ing . Furthermore, even though external 
ch as pos~ible (and to the limitatione of the monitoring 
nt of noise undoubtedly entered the system. In lfght 
accuracy of the raw data at gains of 100 and less, and that of 
higher gains, is certainly acceptable. 
APPENDIX A 
UABASPBCIFICATION21-2 
unted fn or on Category II aircraft (lifting body vehicles and 
eet the following standards. 
Altitude 
ithsthnd pressure dtitudes from ground level to 22,860 mete 
be installed in a pressurized compartment; from ground 
level to 30,480 meters (100,000 feet) otherwise. 
Temperature 
Temperature tests for units not mounted in temperature controlled environments 
shut8 be no Iess severe than a cold soak at - 5 4 O  C (-6b0 F) and a hot soak at 
71° C (160° P I .  
Vibration 
The severs vibration requirements at Dryden are set for componenl 
be installed in jet aircraft. These tests follow the following format: 
Sinurnid& excitation of +lg for vibration frequenciea from 14 hertz to 23 
. *Wta t i an  of f 0.09144 centimeter (50.036 inch) at frequencies from 23  he 
~ S ~ s o i ~  excitation of 210g at frequencies from 74 hertz to 2000 hertz 
~ f i  three orthogonal axes are to be tested at these levels. 
her 
!rtz 
APPENDIX B 
EARLY ACCURACY /TEMPERATURE DATA 
\ 
As mentioned in the text, early accuracy studies were hampered for a variety of 
reasons. One of the most difficult problems to overcome was gain deviation with 
temperature. The major causes of this problem are discussed in the text; however, 
gain instability with changes in temperature and improper gain can be a problem in 
other forms of instrumentation amplifiers beside8 RMDUfs , and, hence, this appendix 
is devoted to this problem. From figure 9 and table 4 ,  which show data obtained at 
a gain of 1000 and at temperatures from - 5 4 O  C ( - 65O F) to 71° C (160° F) , it is 
obvious that zero offset decreases as  temperature increases and that gain decreases 
as ternpepahre increases. The graph in figure 9 represents the transfer function for 
this gain for positive values of input only. The RMDU is also capable of amplifying 
negative voltages and of repreeenting theae voltages as negative counts (-1024 counts 
full scale) ; however, for the sake of simplicity, only positive voltages are considered 
he~ein . The large discontinuity in the curves at approximately 4.5 mllivolts repre- 
sents the autoranging function of the amplifier. FOP the output data corresponding to 
input voltages greater than 4 .5  millivolts, the gain tag bit (MSB) is set to a logical 
r r l i i  , 
Table 4 shows the anomalies in much greater detail. Each part of the table shows 
a test at a specific temperature. The method used far correcting the data for zero 
offsets and gain variations is explained in the text. 
From the graph of the trwsfer function (fig. 9 ,  which was obtained from the data 
presented in table 4),  errors in the raw deta output at the two temperature extremes 
were in the neighborhood of sixty-seven counts (k33.5 counts) . Correcting the data 
for zero offset still left a total peak to peak error of 46 counts (t23 counts) out of R 
full scale of 1023 counts. 
Figures 10 and 11 indicate error as a function of excitation voltage for three 
casea: raw data, raw data corrected for zero offset oniy , and raw data corrected 
for zero offset and gain variation, These figures and figure 9 show that the gain of 
the amplifier deviated from the expected value of 5 microvolts per count (200 counts 
per millivolt) to a higher gain at low temperatures and to a lower gain at high tem- 
peratures. A least-squares curve fit of the raw data clearly illustrates this effect. 
If one has a collection af (x. v) values and assumes that the ex~ected error is 
. . - .  
best strai ht line through this 
, given aa f allows: collection i f  points (via the 
lam I- -MO C I 
800 
600 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
lnput wltage, mV 
Figure 9.  Uncorrected raw data versus input voltage for temperatures of 
- 5 4 O  C I-6S0 F), 71° C (160° F) , and tkeoreticai ambient temperature. Gain = f 000. 
A Data corrected tor off set 
0 Data corrected lor gin varlatlon 
and offset 
lnput voltage, mV 
Figure 10. Outnut data error far a temperature of -540 C (-Go Fl . Gain = 1000. 
o Ravv data 
A Data corracted for offset 
0 Data corrected lor gain varlatlon 
and offset 
I 1 I I I I I I I i 
0 1 2 3 4 '  5 6 7 8 9 10 
I nput voltage, rnV 
error for a temperature of ? I 0  Gain = 1000. 
quares straight line, c l o  the y intercept, and n is 
the collection. These formulas were applied 
re~ults hown in figures 12 and 13. A polynomial fit 
the data to determine the predence of higher 
esult #at second order and higher order coefficients 
e orders of magnitude than first order coefficients. 
t the gain function remains linear over the tempsr- 
ed from the least-squares method 
be seen from this plot that there was a strong 
temperature. The best fit equation for thia 
Gain = -0.043462T + 201.84 
-:,h counts per millivolt and T ie  temperature in degreea 
Gain = 0.0'18232T + 200.45 
Aeaordlng to theae equations, an ac&l gain of 200 counts 
:per count) occurred at a temperature of 6 O  C ( 43O F) . 
( - 6 5 O  F) there war a 2 , s  percent change in the gain, while 
8 a - 2 . 6  percent change in gain, 
iation with temperature ier linear and can therefore 
techniques for performing th i~  correction are discussed 
of the zero offset were similar to those of the gain; 
nee on temperature was not quite as linear Cf'ig. 13). 
fit to the zero offset points (using ItLCzero, a spare 
lug) yielded the following equation: 
Offset = -0,078463T + 3.68 
ts  and T is temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, or 
Offest = -0.14123T + 1.17 
This indicates an off~et of approximately 0 , 2 2  microvolt 
microvolt per degree Fahrenheit) referred to the input of 
ents a peak to peak error of approximately 18 counts over 
' .from the accuracy tests for a gain of 400 were similar to 
in of 1000 except that the deviations from the expected values 
RMDU temperature, "F 
-80 -40 0 40 80 1M 160 
RMDU temperature, OC 
aa a function of RMDU temperature. Gain = 1000; no a u t o w i n g .  
RMDU temperature, OF 
80 -40 40 ' 8 0  120 160 
r Least squares fit 
I I 
-15L 4 I 1 I i I I 
-20 0 20 40 60 80 
RMDU temperature, O C  
& = l - ~  offset as a function of temperature. Gain = 1000. 
of output data versus input voltage, 
(table 5) it can be assumed that 
errors in the neighborhood of 30 counts (approximately f 15 counts) can be obtained 
from the raw data. 
Correcqng the data for zero offset still yielded about 26 counts of error over the 
mperature range. 
Performing an analysis similar to that performed on the data for a gain of 1000 
evealed similar temperature effects (fig. 17). For instance, a gain of 400 represent 
80 counts per millivolt); however, this 
er millivolt at - 5 4 O  C ( - 6 5 O  F) to 78.95 counts 
damentd pelationship between gain and tern- 
Gain = -0.01023T + 80.62 
ated in counts per millivolt and T ie tempereture in degrees 
Gain = -0.01841T + 80.29 
a total deviation of slightly less than 3 per- 
C (-65' F) t~ 71° C (160° F) . 
well behaved for a gain of 400 as for a gain 
ns fit to the zero offset yielded a solution of 
Offset = -0.03308T + 2.66 
r per millivolt and T f s temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, 
Offset = -0.05944T + 1.60 
In degrees Celsius. However, a reasonable fit could be 
line (fig. 18). From this fit it can be concluded that zero 
counts could be expected for a gain of 400 wer the tempera- 
5 O  P) to 71° C (160° F) . 
Output data 
counts 
Input voltage, mV 
ncomected raw data~versus input voltage for temperatures of 
F) , ? I 0  C (160° F) , and theoretical ambient temperature. Gain = 400. 
0 Raw data 
A Data corrected lor offset 
0 Data corrected for gain variation 
and offset 
-12 - 
- 
-16 - 
- 
-20 - 
- 
-24 1 I I I ! I 1 I I I 
0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0 22.5 25.0 
Input voltage, mV 
Output data error for temperature of 71° C 11 60° F) . Gain = 400. 
0 Ravl data 
A Data cor rectd lor ofbet 
Q Data corrected for gain variation 
4 
4 I I I I I I I I I 1 
0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0 22.5 25.0 
Input voltage, mV 
Figure 16. Output data error for temperature of - 5 4 O  C (-6S0 F ) .  Gain = 400. 
RMOU temperature, f 
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! 1 I I I I I 
Figure 17. 
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Averaged data 
mm~tCd tor 
zem offset. 
counts 
Avo+ dnta 
corrected for 
~ r n n t .  
mntr 
Error in 
werapd  d&tn 
corrected iw 
zero offset, 
aountr 
Error in 
averagcd data 
aorrm%d for 
r m  &set, 
countm 
mperature = -5Qa C ( - 6 5 O  F) . mlOOO 
LLC*,, = 18 to ao, HLC = 752 
,E 2.-RMDU ACCURACY DATA WR A 
(12.5 microvolt8 per count] 
) Temperature = TI0 C (180° F) . LLC 
LLC, = 10, HLC 710 
Error in 
average8 data 
oorroated for 
2 r D  offsat 
Countl 
0 
-I 
3 
I 
a 
4 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
5 
3 
6 
4 ,  
6 
4 
5 
Input Thaord* ABW data, in voltap, data. 
Avsrppd rvrrmpd 
count8 raw d m ,  raw datn, mV M u n t s  counts counts 
0 0 2 to 4 3 3 
0.50 roa 101 to 102 101.5 2 
1.00 200 203 to 208 205.5 6 
I , W  300 309 to 805 304,O 4 
3,oo 400 roa to 4oe 40s .o I 
1,50 510 505 to 508 506.5 1 
3.00 600 604 to 606 605 .o 5 
B.SO 100 105 to 701 708.0 6 
4.00 BOO 805 ta 807 808.0 8 
4.1 900 804 to 907 805.5 6 
5,M 5001 503 to 505* 504.0* 4 
5.W SSP* 153 to 556' 554,5* 5 
6.00 BOO* 604 b 606* 605,0* 5 
6.50 650' 652 to 653. 658 .S* 4 
?,MI 700. 704 to 706* 7O6.Ov I 
f.90 750' 783 ta 158* 754 .5*  5 
8,OO 800' 805 to 80Bw 806,5* I 
8,60 850* 854 lo B I B *  855 -03 5 
: 4.m QOO* 006 to 908* 907. O* 7 9 "SO 950* 955 to 95Bs 955.5* 6 
10.90 1000* 1006 to 100V 1006.5* 7 
GAIN OF 
Igg 5 590 
AzrzddT: 
&am offeet , 
counts 
0 
98.5 
202.5 
301,O 
roa.0 
503.5 
602.0 
703.0 
808 .O 
902.5 
502.5* 
559.0* 
608.6* 
85a.0* 
704.5. 
i'58.01 
BOI.O* 
B 3 3 . S  
905.5' 
954.0* 
IO05. O* 
wf Thaoretlcal Rsw "'Or In 
~&fa#d,  data, wcreged counts rnw nab' raw data, 
countu c w n t ~  
count8 
I 
& 
I 
B 10 to 11 10.5 11 
f .a5  100 110 to 121 110.5 11 
a . ~  200 200 t~ aro 200.5 10 
3. W 300 308 309.0 9 
9.W 400 410 410.0 10 
5.Z5 500 5 10 510.0 10 
7.50 6b0 110 610.0 10 
8.75 . 701 708 70B.O 8 
~ 0 ~ 4 0  800 807 to 80% -307.5 8 
TL25 900 907 to 908 907.5 8 
13-50 500* 507 to SOB* 507.5* 8 
13.75 150* 5 . 158.0* 8 
1S;OO BOO* 607* 407.0* 1 
18.25 650* 657* 65?.0* 1 
m:se TOO* 707' 707.0' 7 
18.75 750. TS8* 756.0* 6 
20.00 BOO* 807* 807 .O* 7 
a1 .as as05 RE-?* 857 .o* 7 
22.5D 9 0 P  905 to 906' 905.5* 8 
23.75 950' 966 to 957* 856 ,5*  7 
25.M l OOO* 1l)OB to 1007* 1006.5* 1 
~ ~ ~ $ ~ d d ~ ~  
zero  uffset . 
munts 
0 
100 .OO 
190 .oo 
298 .SO 
390.50 
499.50 
BQO.50 
89'1.10 
191.00 . 
Error ln 
~ v e r a # f d  dam 
corrected tor 
zero offset, 
counts 
0 
0 
-1 
- 1 
0 
0 
0 
-2 
-3 
397 .OO 
549'l.2Sm 
562 , ?5* 
801.75* 
851.?5* 
i'o1.75* 
15(1.75* 
801,75* 
~ 5 1 . 7 ~  
900.25* 
950.25* 
1000.25* 
- 3  
2 
8 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
TABU3 2 .  -Continued 
(b) Temperature = 2 7 O  C (SO* F) , tLCqOD = 592, 
LLC,,, - 7 to 8 ,  HLC 711 
TABLE 2 .-Concluded 
( c )  Tmprrrature -BID C ( - 6 5 O  F) , LLCqO0 = 603, 
LC,, = 15 to 14. HLC - 762 
Error In 
wersged data 
corrected tor 
zero ofZset, 
counts 
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